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THANK YOU for the opportunity to present a unique 360° PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

designed to provide citizens the skills and knowledge, together with up-to-date and reliable

information, to maximize opportunities in making Mauritius the cleanest, greenest, most

healthy and safe travel destination in the world.

NICE TO MEET YOU



WELCOME TO

DO RIGHT POST COVID 

360° PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 
AND UNIQUELY TAILORED TV SHOW 



INSERT DR DO RIGHT ANIMATED VIDEO



MAKE MAURITIUS THE

CLEANEST & GREENEST

MOST HEALTHY  &  SAFE

TRAVEL DESTINATION IN THE WORLD

OUR MISSION IS TO 
INSPIRE CITIZENS TO 



OUR AIM IS TO

POST COVID 360° public education campaign for broadcast on 

MBC and Social Media platforms that will help mitigate protentional 

health risks and perceptions that could affect the tourism industry. 

The tourism sector is the lifeblood of the country especially micro and small 

enterprises, often the only economic activity in and around resort areas that 

creates employment opportunities for men, women and youth across the 

country.

Getting information from a dedicated platform they can trust will help improve citizens' 

knowledge on the importance of making Mauritius the cleanest, greenest, most healthy 

and safe travel destination in the world so that together we create a competitive 

advantage that is superior than our closest competition targeting POST COVID 

conscious tourists.

CREATE AN INSPIRING & INNOVATIVE



BRIDGING THE GAP

BETWEEN INTENTION
AND INVENTION

INSPIRING SUSTAINABLE FUTURES



THE FUTURE

OF TOURISM
is being shaped right now

One in which tourists will make travel

decisions based on the quality of a country’s

health and safety standards.



OUR BIGGEST

is New Zealand which just happens to be one of the 

world’s most clean countries too.

That is an added confidence measure that would 

attract post COVID tourists to its NZ shores.

in terms of COVID safety confidence



LET’S SEIZE

THIS OPPORTUNITY

Let’s capitalize on our creativity, our innovative 

spirit and our resilience to cleanup our act so we 

can create a new and sustainable future.

A future in which we have an awareness for 

Biodiversity and Ecosystems conservation. 



OUR ACT

LET’S

Littering & Waste Dumping 
is getting out of control!



OUR ACT

LET’S

Our waste is becoming a breeding ground for 

vector-borne viral disease!

Putting our lives at risk!



LET’S DO IT



LET’S MAKE MAURITIUS THE

CLEANEST & GREENEST

MOST HEALTHY  &  SAFE

TRAVEL DESTINATION IN THE WORLD



THE PUBLIC AWARENESS 
CAMPAIGN’S 

Is to help lay the foundation and help set the expected 

standards for the superior quality of safety & hygiene 

delivery and industry aspirations through the TV series’ 

HIGH-END 3D ANIMATION together with the  Social 

Media’s design and messaging.
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CLEANEST & GREENEST



WE CAN’T HELP 

BUT LABEL HER FOR 

HER VERY  TRASHYWAYS

YEAH, IT’S CUTE

UNTIL IT SUFFOCATES 

A CUTE DOLPHIN

YES DEAR

HE WILL TOSS YOU

THE SAME WAY



SOCIAL CHANGE HAPPENS

MEETS ACTION!



THE TV SERIES’

Is to provide the best in family edutainment.

In educating children about virus’, and how they can  

spread messages to parents, children become 

vectors of knowledge and not vectors of virus’.  



every week, DR DO RIGHT will

• Conduct an interview with a leading industry expert with regards to the 
week’s topic.

• Play a video insert that was specifically produced for the show that 
showcases how to clean & disinfect different surfaces, or an insert that 
highlights an innovative entrepreneurial or community project, etc.

• Showcase a great Before & After clean up from around the island to 
showcase the country’s readiness to receive tourists.

• Showcase a technological invention that enhances the tourism industry’s 
safety practices and or experiences.

• Answer a Viewer Question or DISPEL ANY FAKE NEWS doing the rounds.

• Provide a Best Tip of The Week.

CONTENT LINE-UP



Impactful Video Production Inserts 

that provide the latest and not seen 

before hygiene methods. 

These inserts demonstrate to the average citizen, 
who for instance can’t benefit from training at a big 
corporate or resort, how to professionally prepare 
for, and clean areas of business, restaurants, B&B 

and many other micro enterprise areas where 
entrepreneurs service or provide goods to the 

general public and tourists.

CONTENT LINE-UP



FORMAT DETAILS        12 x 6-8minute Episodes

AUDIENCE All Ages

NO OF SEASONS        1

PRODUCTION STATUS       In Production

SYNOPSIS 

LICENSING DETAILS All rights reserved with the respective broadcasters / producers. 

4IRTransformers & Aestetika Studio hold all rights to this show.

Dr Do Right is a leading infectious disease (ID) specialist in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases caused by

microorganisms, including bacteria, viruses, fungi and parasites in Mauritius.

Broadcasting from her laboratory, situated in glorious Montagne des Siqnau overlooking Port Louis, Dr Do Right

and her robotic assistant Viju is on a mission, ensuring we do not repeat mistakes from the past; particularly that of

ignoring the growing threat posed by emerging infections lurking within the waste of our environments. As such,

she has devised an all-inspiring citizen-science action plan that will help make Mauritius the cleanest, greenest,

most healthy and safe travel destination in the world.

In doing so, we will be able to rebuild our economy, secure and safeguard our island’s future faster together.



• Innovative: It’s the most dynamic and innovative citizen-science campaign, 
offering citizens of all ages to join and partake in exciting problem-solving, 
data collection and medical detective work opportunities which will help 
assist in positioning Mauritius as the cleanest, greenest, most healthy and 
safe travel destination in the world. 

• Relevant: This locally produced TV series is on the cutting edge 
of the hottest topics in medicine today. Importantly, it is a 
trusted platform that is scientifically curated and will be 
FAKENEWS FREE! 

4 REASONS TO LOVE

THIS ALL-NEW TV SERIES



4 REASONS TO LOVE

THIS ALL-NEW TV SERIES

• High-Quality Edutainment: This live action meets animation TV Series 
thoughtfully embeds learning into fun, blending the line between entertainment 
and education to ensure that life after the COVID-19 pandemic is met with facts, 
how to behave in a new world, and an optimism for the future.

• Unbiassed: Being impartial animated characters, Dr Do Right 
fits a unique, neutral position, to mobile action and cultivate 
social and civic responsibility, essential for being a member of 
an interconnected world.



The Human Hook
▪ Viewers will resonate with the show as it reflects daily

Mauritian life after the pandemic, with authentic Mauritian
humor and wit.

▪ It will be the first time ever that a TV show will be showcased in the main 
languages spoken on the island; English, French, Creole and Bhojpuri.

▪ Importantly, it will involve them too. They will not just absorb the content via 
multiple devices, but they will be participating in the making of and in the 
series via the planned citizen-sciences activities, the many questions they 
have that need answering by our country’s specialist who will appear on the 
show, together with other community related activities which will be 
organized and filmed to feature within the show.

▪ They will profit emotionally from the culturally rich content as it speaks to 
their community building aspirations. 



At the end of each episode viewers would’ve:

• Become AWARE that keeping Clean & Green,                                                          
Health & Safe helps prevent health risks and increases Tourism TRUST.

EPISODE OUTCOMES

• LEARNED why & how to perform a task that requires them to                                  
stay Clean & Green, Health & Safe.

• ACQUIRED THE RIGHT SKILLS to apply a range of new behaviors that are                 
necessary for keeping Mauritius Clean & Green, Health & Safe.

• Gained SOCIAL AWARENESS KNOWLEDGE, a subset of the domain of Emotional 
Intelligence, which includes
o Self-awareness
o Self-regulation
o Social Awareness: Social awareness requires paying attention to others, 

their feelings, (stated & unstated) and being aware of context and 
Environment Relationship Management.



HEALTHY 
CLIMATE & 

ENVIRONMENT

SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES

SOCIAL 
WELL-BEING

ECONOMIC
SECURITY

Sustainable
Natural & Built
Environment

Sustainable
Economic

Development

Equitable
Social 

Environment

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES



DELIVERABLES FROM THE ANIMATED TV SERIES
o Press & Media Kit 

o Public Awareness Brand Development

o 12 x 6-8min Animated Episodes which broadcasts once a week for 12 weeks

o UOM Student Interns will be trained in basic Anti-Waste / Littering, Vector-Borne Disease Prevention and Specialized COVID
Hygiene & Safety Awareness Literacy driving the campaign online to:
o reach a broader audience,
o create deeper engagement and participation,
o build audience trust and minimize fear,
o improve understanding so to minimize misinformation / fake news.

o The number of UOM Students reached by the projects will be in the region of 200 

o Activities delivered by the project will include,
o Radio DJ and Community Organization workshops to help drive citizens to the TV Shows 
o Importantly, to assist the campaign DISPEL ANY FAKE NEWS or MISINFORMATION doing the rounds

o Materials Written for use in the workshops would all be outputs for a community training project

o Daily Social Media Posts that supports the weekly topics each episode covers

o Daily interactions and feedback on social media platforms will provide the essential and vital insights into citizen’s 
perceptions, views and opinions.



SUPPORTED BY

AN ALL-INSPIRING

Social Media Strategy

Student interns will be trained in becoming Social Media Influencers, 
driving the campaign online to:
• reach a broader audience, create deeper engagement and 

participation, 
• build audience trust and minimize fear,
• improve vector-borne disease prevention understanding so to 

minimize misinformation.
• make known smart technologies and other methods that will help 

reduce waste and maintain a clean, green, healthy & hygienic 
lifestyle that will encourage sustainable entrepreneurship 
initiatives.





MERCHANDISE



MERCHANDISE



Turn Dr Do Right Screen Time into Learning Time and Play 
Time by combining creativity, construction, and coding.

Let’s build Mauritius’ first Robotic Building and Coding Kits 
for children ages 4 and up! 

Augmented Reality Robotic Building 
and Coding Kit Development

MERCHANDISE

ROBOTIC TOYS
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HEADHUNTED BY

TO HELP DEVELOP AN EDUTAINMENT 

INDUSTRY IN MAURITIUS 

VIA HIGH-END 2D & 3D ANIMATION 

TOGETHER WITH 

INNOVATIVE AR / VR TECHNOLOGY
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INGRID BELL

CHAD BELL

JAILESH  RAGGOO
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CLIENTS WHO HAVE ALREADY BENEFITED FROM AESTETIKA STUDIO’S
INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE SOLUTIONS*/

MOTION 
GRAPHIC  
ARTISTS
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YOUTH EDUTAINMENT BROADCAST STRATEGIST

INGRID BELL+

Mrs. Ingrid Bell, Managing Director of Aestetika
Studio, is a renowned broadcast brand specialist,
show runner and sought-after key-note speaker,
best known for her critically acclaimed TV shows,
edutaining children's programming, and innovative
marketing campaigns that she had developed and
co-created for various TV Production companies
and independent African Broadcast Channel e.tv’s
Youth Block, Craz-e and eToonz which, under her
tenure, won a GOLD PROMAX Channel Brand of
the Year Award when it launched in the 2010.
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INGRID BELL

Mrs. Bell is an international judge for
PROMAX Asia, India and Africa and was
recently appointed as one of Promax India’s
OTT & Digital and Marketing Innovation
Awards Judges which were held in Mumbai
on the 27th of February 2020. PROMAX India
is sponsored by industry legends such as MX
Player, Tik Tok Ads and Voot.
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GOODWILL AMBASSADOR WORLD CLEANUP DAY

INGRID BELL+

Mrs. Bell was recently appointed as Goodwill
Ambassador for Let’s Do It Mauritius & World Cleanup
Day by African Network for Policy Research & Advocacy
for Sustainability - ANPRAS.

She is a passionate advocate for CLIMATE CHANGE
awareness and dedicates AESTETIKA Studio’s talents to
help raise more awareness and amplify our CLIMATE
CRISES message through the power of design and
animation, utilizing years of acquired creative skills to
help causes design campaigns that seek to change
people’s attitudes and behaviors towards responsible
management of waste, and keeping neighborhoods
clean & green, healthy & safe.

“Our best chance at success will be collaborating with people
from a diverse range of professions, working towards how best
to communicate and convince consumers to participate in
saving our planet from human impact.” Ingrid Bell
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*/

LET’S DO IT
MAURITIUS
PARTNERSHIP

/
SOCIAL MEDIA
DEVELOPMENT

BRAND DESIGN
2D ANIMATION



*/

PROUDLY
SPONSORED 

THE 1ST ECO 
SONGWRITING
COMPETITION
& GREEN CARPET 
AWARDS in 2020

#KeepMauritiusClean
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3NEW SONGS & 

MUSIC VIDEOS!

#KeepMauritiusClean
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2D & 3D CREATIVE DIRECTOR

CHAD BELL+

As Creative Director and co-owner of Aestetika Studio,
Mr. Chad Bell has made a name for himself completing
such high-profile projects as FNB’s (First National Bank
South Africa) interior styling which contributed to First
National Bank being named most innovative bank
worldwide for 2012 at the BAI-Finacle Global Banking
Awards in Washington, DC.

Known as one of South Africa’s TOP TEN 3D & MOTION
DESIGN ANIMATORS, Mr. Bell has earned a reputation
for developing and translating creative ideas into
powerful visual experiences whilst amassing a range of
industry related awards for clients such as Coca-Cola,
Standard Bank, e.TV, FNB and the National Arts Festival.

Mr. Bell celebrates the design process and strongly
believes in the value of design as a social, cultural and
economic force.
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TV BROADCAST SYNDICATE SPECIALIST

JAILESH RAGGOO +

Mr. Jailesh Raggoo, CEO & co-owner of 4ir Transformers is a
strategic design-thinking and innovation driven digital
media and broadcast consultant who has had the
opportunity to serve key roles as a Senior Broadcast Brand
Syndication Manager in Europe, Africa, and India.

The contribution Mr. Raggoo has made to the media
landscape is very significant; having placed Zee TV`s
content on almost all TV Broadcast Channels on the African
Continent as well as Europe and CIS countries.

Mr. Raggoo has travelled to over 68 countries during the
last 16-years and has build an extensive International
Networking Database which he is able to leverage in order
to connect his client’s products and services to untapped
markets globally.



delivering work
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WE PRIDE OURSELVES



THANK
YOU

PLEASE CONTACT
Ingrid Bell

Managing Director - Aestetika

+230 5744 4466
ingrid@autonomydesign.co.za

PLEASE CONTACT
Jailesh Raggoo

Managing Director – 4ir Transformers

+230 5801 5398
jailesh@4irtransformers.com
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